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Foreword
a
We are pleased to present the first edition of the Augsburg Honors Reviav. This publication
is intended to provide a sample of the quality and diversity of student scholarship at Augsburg
College. The Review was conceived, produced and edited by a six memher editorial board of
Honors Program students. Prof. Larry Crockett, Math/CS, and Prof. Joan Griffin, English,
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served as advisers.

The papers published here are drawn from a variety of academic disciplines and cover a
wide range of topics. For example, topics include an examination of feminism and anti-feminism in Sylvia Plath's
as well as a critique of the Harrod-Domar economic growth model.
Papers were s
anonymously by undergraduate students or nominated hy Augsburg faculty and and were then selected for publication by the editorial board. One paper, written by a
graduate student in Augsburg's Master of futs in Leadership program, was nominated by a
rnember of the faculry.
The editorial board hopes that this publication will encourage student scholarship and will
become an annual project for the Honors Program.
-Joe Cook, Carolyn Foster, Jody Johnson, Devoney Looser, Todd Steenson, Tracy Sundsfrom

May, 1989
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Heroine of the Peripheral:
An Exploration of Feminism and Anti-feminism
in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath

t

Devoney Looser

No study of Sylvia Plath would be

complete without first expressing anger at
the ways many eady critics viewed her
works. James F. Hoyle, in his "sylvia Plath:
A Poeury of Suicidal Mania," concentrated,
like so many others, on Plath's celebrated
suicide to such an extent that hE saw little

else in her poenry. Although death
references in Plath's work should be noted,
critics today focus on a variety of themes
only peripherally connected to suicide or
death. As Gary Lane says, "Everyone, it
seems, has llis own version of the Sylvia
Plath myth."l Critic Susan Bassnett alrees
and elaborates: "because of the diversity of
these myths, criticism has also tended to try
to prove its particular case to disclose the
'truth' about Sylvia Plath, to come up with
the ultimate definitive reading and uncover
the 'real ' person who
wrote the text. " 2
n'proofs"
Obviously, such
are merely
conjecture. Plath criticism shouldn't

be

approached as a tnre-false question.

Recognizing

that there are

many

legitimate ways to view Plath's work, this
study doesn't claim a definitive reading or
even a glimpse into the 'real' Sylvia Plath.
Instead, the following exploration will
focus on feminist and anti-feminist
renderings of motherhood in Plath's
Crosstng the Water , Ariel, and llrin rcr Trees.
This study doesn't set out to prove or
disprove these labels as they relate to Plath
either. My intention is not to make value
judgments about various aspects of the

poetry but rather to highlighr the
contradictions and the co-existence of
feminist and anti-feminist qualities in the
text, This process will help sort out Plath's
poetic complexities to allow the reader to
see more clearly this "version" of the Sylvia

Plath myth.
Feminism is a slippery term, and groups

t
socially and politically at odds may each
consider its work feminist. For the sake of
this paper, feminism will mean embracing
the need for societal alternatives for women
in all areas of life. Some feminists
"question aIl male-defined structures and
values" and say that "there is something
better in femininity, a source of positive
strength in women which is denied to
men."' Given this definition of feminism,
anti-feminism becomes the embracing of
norrns, the acceptance of traditional gender
roles and the subservience to male structures

o

t

and values.

Sylvia Plath as Feminist?
Was Sylvia Plath a feminist? Ask an5,
two critics and they will likely give rwo

answers. David Holbrook argues

(in
Plath) that

"claiming"
according to a phenomenological study.
Plath "could scarcely find within herself
anything that was feminine at all. SLre is,
perhaps, the most masculine poetess who
ever wrote, yet, since masculinity requires
the inclusion of the anima, she is not that
either: she is sadly pseudo-male, like many
of her cultists."a Robert Bagg says that
Plath's poetic vision is "the purest and most
intense_ expression I know of the feminist
mind."5 Those who see a latent feminist
who only partially develops before her
suicide are countered by the likes of Sylvia
Lehrer who says she does not 'Join the
feminists in abusing lPlath's] comparativeIy few poems about women's roles in
society _by using them as examples for their
cause."o I believe Plath's work shows us
a proto-feminist, but she didn't personally
reject the mainstream roles for women in
her lifetime. On the contrary, critics have
response to a feminist

I

I

I

c

noted Plath's exffeme desire to conform.T It
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is importan! however, to recall the society
out of which Sylvia P1ath emerged. As
Carole Ferrier says, '*Plath was in many
ways a victim of the fifties and its ideology
of the family. Women struggling to lead

independent lives...were under pressure to
submerge themselves within monogamous
marriage and create households straight out
of the l-adies' Home f ournaL Plath died just
as the new wave of feminist theory began to
surface...."8

I. Feminist Images and Personae

t

Motherhood and Childrearing

Feminists declare that "personal

political" and that reproduction

t

I

a

is

is

"controlled and socialized through such
institutions as...co^mpulsory heterosexuality
and motherhood".v An entirely new social
system is seen as necessary. A feminist
view of marriage and of motherhood, in the
sense of the words as they are used today,
would most likely be a negative one.

Because Plath also wrote poems which
celebrate children, some critics overlook or
ignore her negative references to
motherhood. Bassnett incorrectly states.
"The terrible sexual conflict of the father
poems and the corununication struggle of
the mother poems is absent from these
child-centred poems. Writing about herself
as mother, Sylvia Plath seems at peace, able
to find a cenffe of balance in herself." Plath,
however, does porray child-rearing
negatively in several poems.
Children are repeatedly referred to as

"hooks" that puil at the narrator or the
female persona. In "Berck Plage" (Ariel)
such a reference is made. The female

I

t
I

narrator says, "I am not a nurse, white and
attendant,ll am not a smile./These children

are after something, with hooks

and

cries,/And my heart too small to bandage
their terrible faults."lO This poem, however,
doesn't suggest that the speaker is the
children's mother.
In "Tulips" (Arie[), a mother/wife
persona has been hospitalized. She says,
"My husband and child smiling out of the
family photo;lTheir smiles catch onto my

skin, tittle smiling hooks."ll Later, the

woman compares flowers to children:

The tulips are too red in the first place, they hun me.
Even through the gift paper I could hear them breathe
Lightly through their white swaddlings, like an awful
baby.

Their redness talks to my wound, it corresponfu.
They are subtle: they seem to float, though they
weigh me down,
Upsening me with their sudden tongues and their
colour,
A dozen red lead sinkers round my neck... 12

This child poem doesn't suggest a poet who
is at peace or centered. On the contrary, the
persona pleads for release from children if
not from life itself. The woman speaker
concludes saying:
The vivid tulips eat my oxygen
Before they came the air was calm enough,
Coming and going, breath by breath, wirhout any
fuss.

Then the tulips filled it up like a loud noise..
They concentrate my attention, that was happy
Playing and resting without comrniting itself. l3

The parallels with motherhood are blatant.
The tulips eat the woman's oxygen as her
children ate her oxygen in the womb and
sap her energy. Before children came, she
wasn't worn out. Children bring noise to a
household and concentrate the attention of
the mother. "Tulips" can be read literally or
as a story about a woman whose children
drove her to hospitalization. It is also
important to note that Plath miscarried a
child before this poem was written. This
fact provides another level of meaning.
"Metaphors" (Crossing the Water) is a
motherhood poem in nine lines of nine
syllables each. The poem cre ates comic
images of pregnant women:

I'm a riddle in nine syllables,
An elephant, a ponderous house,
A melon strolling on two tendrils.
O red fruit, ivory, fine timbers!
This loaf s big with its yeasty rising.
Money's new rninted in this fat purse.
I'm a means, a stage, a co\ry in calf.
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I've eaten

a bag

will

of green apples,

be addressed in the

following sections.

Boarded the rain there's no getting off.

Although the poem is clever, the effect is
unpleasant. The woman is "fat," a "cow,"
and a "loaf." She eats the apples and now
must face the consequences of boarding the
imprisoning train. Her pregnancy is
presented as a punishment as well as a
riddle.
On one level "Ariel" (Ariel) describes a
ride on Plath's horse, Ariel. At one point in
the poem, the speaker says, "White/ Godiva,
I unpeel/Dead hands, dead stringencies.i

And now I/Foam to wheat, a glitter of

seas./The child's cryllvfelts in the wall."la
The horse helps her escape the child's cry.
Of course, the poem also suggests another
escape-suicide.

As in the poems on marriage,

Plath
offers few alternatives to the contemporary
social order for mothers. One other poem
that suggests an alternative to patriarchal
motherhood is "Heavy Women" (Crossing
the Warer). The heavy women "Settle in
their belling dresses./Over each weighty
stomach a facelFloats calm as a moon or a
cloud."l5 The pregnancies cause rejoicing
and peacefulness, and the women appear in
a communal setting. The speaker describes
women who "listen for the millennium,/The
knock of the small, new heart."16 The final
stanza presents the imagined social order:
Pink-buttocked infants attend them.
I-ooping wool, doing nothing in particular,
They step among the archetypes.
Dusk hoods them in Mary-blue
While far off, the axle of winter
Grinds round, bearing down with the straw,
The star, the wise grey men.

The men loom far off with the winter and
the seasons, but this section introduces a
variation of a Golden Age for women.

A
out.

number

of

poems do celebrate

children and childrearing, as Bassnett points

These poems make enigmatic the
aforementioned views of mothers. When
taken with some po,ems'insistence that
women must have children to be full human
beings, how can views of children as hooks
and weights be reconciled? This question

f[.

t

Anti-feminist Images
and Personae

Traditional Motherhood

as the Ideal

The notion that woman's purpose is
procreation is an issue in much of Plath's
work. Many poems celebrate traditional
motherhood and especially celebrate male
children. Other poems express this idea by
criticizing infertile women (this point will
be discussed in the next section). All of
these elements are anti-feminist because
they don't allow for women's lifestyle

choices and because they

embrace

I

t

patri archal family structures.

One poem that holds up the traditional
family as an ideal is "For a Fatherless Son"
(Winter Trees). The female speaker says to
her infant son, "You will be aware of an
absence presently,/Grow-ing beside you, like
The speaker says
a tree,/A death ffee.
present
the
ignorance of
loves
she
child's
the father's absence. She concludes:

e

It is good for me
To have you grab my nose, a ladder rung,
One day you may touch what's wrong-

I

The small skulls, the smashed blue hills,
godawful hush.
iitt ttr., your smiles are found money.

the

18

The female speaker doesn't believe the male
child will be happy without a father whose
absence is described as a death. It is

interesting to note that, if this poem was
written out of Plath's own experience (i.e.
about Hughes' separation from her, son
Nicholas and daughter Freida), no mention
is made of how a female child would feel
the absence of a father.
"Nick and the Candlestick" (Ariel),
another poem that may have come out of
talks about the mother's
Plath's eiperience,
-unpleasant
and religious images.
womb in
protect
the son with soft
to
The mother tries
words and surroundings: "The pain/You
wake to is not yours./I-ove, Iove,/ I have

hung our cave with roses.lWith

rugs---/The last of

Victoriana."le By the

soft

t

o

t

end
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of the pffiffi, Nick becomes a Christ figure:
"You are the one/Solid the spaces lean on,
envious./You are the baby in the barfl."2o It

is unclear whom he
mother.

will redeem-perhaps his

Another celebratory poem about two
children, "Balloons" (Ariel) displays a child
playing with her brother. The speaker and
the trvo children play with "Globes of thin
air, red, green,/Ilelighting/The heart like
wishes or freelPeacocks blessing/Old
ground
a feather/Beaten in $tarry
^with
metals."zl
The final stanzas say, "Your
small/Brother is making/I{is balloon squeak
like a cat./Seeming to see/A funny -pink

world he might eat on the other side of

it,/Fle bites/Then sits/Back, fat jug/Contemplating a world clear as water,/A red/Shred
in his little fist.""Zz The choice of a "funny

pink world" doesn't seem

coincidental.

Pink implies the traditional feminine world
which the boy "might eat." The male child

e

triumphs. The

mother/speaker seems to
accept this as she relates it to his sibling.

Criticisms of Barren Women

t

Several poems celebrate fertiliry
indirectly by demeaning barrennesi.

"Munich Mannequins" chastises

furwearing women because they are beautiful,
mindless and infertile:
Perfection is terrible, it cannor have children
Cold as snow breath, it tamps the womb...

e

I

Unloosing tlreir moons, month after month, to no
purpose.
The blood flood is the flood of love.

Not only do these women suffer from a
terrible (albeit perfect) barrenness, they
menstruate and lose a flood of love. This
flood of love should attach itself to the

uterus-in this poem, a better
condition-because such menstruation would
be useful and not useless. The addition of

"to

t

no . purpose" adds

In other poems,

appeared as a flegative

t

the idea

the

mannequins are without purpose because
they have chosen to remain childless.
Women must have children to be fulfilled
people, Plath's speaker suggests.

barenness

also

quality. In "L€sbos,"

(Ariel) the speaker says the second woman
blows her tubes "like a bad radio." "Winter
Trees" (Winter Trees) puts down abortions
and wemen who don't seed effonlessly.
Other poems with exrended similar themis
are ""Elmr" "Childless 'Woman," and "Two
Sisters of Persephone.""
o'Elm" (Ariel)
is nalrated by a female
tree. The "woman" speaks about hEr broken
life and how she has suffered:
The moon, also, is merciless: she would drag me
Cruelly, being barren.
Her radiance scathes me. Or perhaps I have caught
her.

I let her go. I let her go
Diminshed and flat, as after radical surgery.

This woman's

barrenness leaves her
"Looking, with its hooks, for something to
love." She longs for children: "Clouds pass
and disperse./Are those the faces of love,
those pale irretrievables?/Is it for such I
agitate my heart?" Although the love she
seeks could be from a lover, the presence of
the moon image suggests fertiliry and

childbearing.

"Childless Woman" (Winter Trees)
the condition of a childle ss
woman in six terse three-line stanzas. The
result is a lyrical poem that reads like a
dirge. It begins with the image of the empry
womb: "The womblRattles its pod, the
moon/Discharges itself from the tree with
describes

nowhere to goa'2r The woman speaks of her
lack of future and imminent death in equally
disturbing terms: "My landscape is a hand

with no lines,/The roads bunched to a
knot,/The knot myself."2a She utters
"nothing but blood-lTaste it, dark red!"25

Her life, like menstruation, becomes
meaningless and blotted out as a result of
barrenness. The poem concludes: "And m1,

forest/My funeral,/And this hill and
this/Glea!,Ing with the mouths of
corpses."/o Because she hasn't had
children, the poem implies, she will not live

on in the ulorld.
"Two Sisters of Persephone" (Crossing
the Warer) directly attacks the lifestyle of a
spinster. The poem introduces, "Two girls
there are: within the house/One sits; the
other, without.lDaylong a duet of shade and

AugsDurg Honors Revicw (1989). Nge 4
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light/Plays between these."27 The inside

sister does math problems and the narrator
says, "At this barren entelprise/Rat-slrrewd
go her ^squint eyes,/Root pale her meager
frame."zE The second, however, lies tanned

in the sun "Near a bed of
petalled blood/Burns open to sun's
and fertile

poppies,/She sees how their red silk flare of

blade.lOn that green altar/Freely become
sun's bride...She bears a king." The other
"wry virgin to the last/Goes graveward with
flesh laid waste,AMorm-husbanded, yet no
woman." The flrst woman fulfills her
purpose and bears a king. The second
woman, who chooses an enterprise of the
mind over fertility, marries only the worms
who invade her dead co{pse. The narrator
will not even deign her with the title of

"woman."

Preferably, she should bear
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James Addington

The task before us, if we would not perish, is
to shake off our ancient prejudices and build
the earth.

-Teilhard de Chardin

"The hand is the cutting edge of the
mind." 1 Wittr this poetic phrase, Jacob
Bronowski characterizes the relationship
between the tools we manipulate with our
hands and the development of the human
brain. The human species is a tool-making
animal. For Bronowski, "it is the hand that
drives the subsequent evolution of the
brain."2 He suggests that major turning
points in the drama of human evolution have
been accompanied by the discovery or
invention of new tools. Tools extend and

magnify the reach and impact

of

the

imagination. They utilize energy more efficiently and increase its effectiveness.
New tools are often a response to new
socio-historical challenges that cannot be
adequately dealt with by the resources at
hand. Bronowski's insight is that our tools,
themselves, extend and develop the brain

thus giving new momentum to the
movement of evolution. We can at least
concur that tools directly influence cultural

civilization.
In addition,

t

system.

Introduction

development and

software (knowledge of specific applicarion)
and a clear process for their care, upkeep,
and use. Such a process is part ol every
carpenter's trade; it is a management

the character of

a

it is important to note that
particular tools always involve a

technology. For my pu{pose in this paper it
is sufficient to say that by technology we
mean hardware (tools), software, and a
process for managing the application and
use of the tool. Any carpenter can illustrate
the pulpose, practical application, and care
of the tools of the trade. Even hammers and
chisels (hardware) cannot be used without

In this paper I want to look more closely
at the relationship between new tools and
historical challenges that threaten social
well being and see m to defy adequate
human responses. My focus will be the
technology which has come to symbolize,
most characteristically, the last third of the

twentieth century: computer technology. In
order to discuss the impact of this
technology and its application to present
challenges, it will be necessary to explore
briefly some secondary themes: 1) the
common sense of our age; 2) the meaning of
freedom and authentic selfhood; 3) social
contradiction and the moral imagination;
and, one of the most daunting of our
contemporary challenges; 4) the greenhouse
effect.
My intent is to suggest that the key to

the effective use of any tool is

its

application

complex issues of our time.

to

I

e

the

management process invoked. This is
especially true in relation to computer

technology and

I

the

t

I. The World after Einstein:
A New Common Sense

In our time we have witnessed major
shifts in humankind's picture of the
universe. The scientific revolution of our

century has upended previous assumptions
regarding the nature of the universe and has
Iaid the ground rules for a new common
sense. What is meant by common sense?
In this case it refers to the basic, everyday
assumptions of an age. It indicates the
fundamental common images which freight
a view of the character and structure of life.

a

a
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Nearly everyone has experienced

a

breathtaking sunset or a dramatic sunrise;

this is a fairly common

experience.

e

However, most of us on the planet realize
that the sun neither sets nor rises, rather the
earth turns. Sunset and sunrise are
metaphors that are examples of the common
sense of a previous age.

t

Strucrure

t

I

I

I

I

t
t

Thomas Kuhn, in his book, The
of Scientific Revolutions, suggests

that theoretical science has given us a new

paradigm. f!r-r .new picture of
universe-or world

the

view-represents a rather
dramatic shift from previous pictures. Even
some of the basic views that characterize
Newtonian physics are simply no longer
relevant; they're not in sync with our common sense.
Many scholars think of Albert Einstein
as the key symbolic figure of the new
science. Einstein was simply one among
several who did pioneering work in the early
years of our century in theoretical physics.
When we think of Einstein, we tend to think
fint of relativify; the two are inextricably
linked in the minds of many. Furtherrnore,
relativity is one of the basic aspects of the
new common sense.
For the pu{poses of this paper, I want to
Suggest four touchstones of the new
common sense which are roughly
characteristic of the way people in our day
experience life. These four relate to basic
definitudes of the post-Einsteinian paradigm. The definitudes are: the macrostructure of the universe; the microstructurel the

qualiry

or feel of the universe; and the

nature of change.

The word "univers"e best captures the
character of the images and metaphors
which express our view of the big picture:
the macro-structure. We live in a universe.
It is a one-story edifice. Our minds may be
filled with poetic metaphors from the past
which speak of mind and body or heaven
and hell but these have ceased to inform us
in a manner which illuminates our everyday
experience. Perhaps, the most cornmon
image which represents our one-story view
is the dramatic photo of the ear"th from
space. The astronauts were stnrck by its
unity, its oneness. Our experience of life is
like that photo of the carth-singular, unified.
In a practical sense, the earth constitutes the

substance of our universe and we know it as
one. We know there is more to the universe,
but our earth is home and is the center of
gravity. You can find those photos all over
this world. Nearly twenty years ago people
in virtually every nation, even - sniall
villages, watched as human beings walked
on the moon and then turned and viewed
mother earth. We were changed forever.
In terms of the microstructure, the small
picture, we experience life as relative.
Relatedness is a basic given; it is felt as a
fact. We all know we Erre linked together
and that we are linked to the earth and all its
creatures. We comprehend that decisions
made in far corners of the world affect our
lives. Contemporary economic realities
have helped us grasp this truth. One of the
ironies of our age is that in spite of knowing
that this is the character of our universe, we
proceed in many aspects of our individual
and corporate lives as if it were not so. Yet
in our deepest recesses, I believe we know
we are linked together.
Many years Bgo, I was visiting a pastor
in the city of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Ir

was 1968 and the campaign for

the

presidency of the U. S. was in full swing.
Pastor Paraiba remarked to me that he
should have the right to vote in our election
and so should all his countryfolk. His point
was that whoever occupies our White House
makes decisions that directly affect the daily
lives and destinies of all Brazilians.
In the early 1980's, I lived in a remote
village in the mountaini of eastern Jamaica.
I was constantly struck by the reladve
sophistication of "simple" farmers (men and
women) regarding global events and the
sense of immediacy that was attached to
happenings all across the Western
Hemisphere. Coffee farmers with only one
or two acres and virtually no education were
always abreast of the going price for Blue
Mountain coffee in the Japanese markets.
The qualiry or feel of our universe is
dynamic. Previous paradigms had a static
feel; closed, regular, always predictable.
We know that change is written into the

very fabric of life, at least for our age.
Nothing can be taken for granted. Folks
Iiving in urban centers are especially clear
about this. Life is open-ended. Traditional
societies

all across the globe
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Soren Kierkegaard, known in some
circles as the "melancholy Dane," gave us

some helpful clues for thinking about
freedom as an aspect of individual
experience. The startling thing about

Kierkegaard's efforts is that they were done
over one hundred forty years ago. In afl
often tortuous fashion, he anticipated the
paradigm to come. He seemed to work in
relative categories, and sought to describe
humanness in relationship. His penetrating
insight and difficult style (at least in
English) makes his prose discomfiting to
read, yet his work remains one of the fountainheads of contemporary theology and

philosophy. Virtually every one of the
major theologians of our century refers to

Kierkegaard for clarity regarding selfhood.
For Kierkegaard, freedom and selfhood
are like truo sides of the same coin. One
entails the other; they are, at base, the same.
Freedom is a stance-a life posture. It is not
a static essence but a continuing decisional
relationship. Genuine selfhood occurs when
I will to be who and what I actually am in
any given situation. As a human being, I am
aware of being alive; I am conscious. Not
only that, I am also aware of being aware.
Consciousness is reflexive. It is in relation
to the networks of relationships which
constitute my being. I am married to a
particular woman, I have particular parents,

I

e

am part

of a particular community and

hold particular citizenship. I have
such-and-such neurotic quirks and

emotional characteris-tics, etc. I view
myself in such-and-such a fashion. In

of

intense awareness, such as in
confrontations, I come upon streaks of
prejudice or small-mindedness or
mean-spiritedness. At such times, I have to
decide about my relationship to myself. Do
I deny that which I've seen and hide the
truth or do I confess and simply will to be
who I am from moment to moment?
Selfhood occurs when I will to be who I am.
In this sense, freedom has to do with
moments

I

affirmation

t

we shall

of my real life.

Such

affirmation, for Kierkegaard, is an act of
spirit, an act of will.
I mention Kierkegaard in passing in
order to grasp a clue regarding personal

freedom. Freedom is decisional
particular human that

I

show-up

as.

Freedom, in this sense, is the starting point .
If I am to deal with the life issues rhat

assault ffie, I must begin here with the
affrmation of my real life.
However, the experience of individualiry
occurs only in the context of community.
The deep images, stories, and symbols
which ground for me my experience of

personal freedom are

communal.
Consciousness swims in a stream-a river of
language and traditions and formalized
attitudes. If freedom begins, experientially,
with the awareness of "I am" and the will to
be, it is acted out in community. It touches
other lives and reverberates throughout the
networks of relationships that I relate to.
This way of describing the experience of
freedom is in concert with the common
sense of our time. It ffeats of relativiry. We
are awa.re of the fundamental relatedness of
our lives. It is not, finally, a simple matter
to say "this is where I end; this is my
boundary. This is me and this is not me."
We are not isolated grains of sand, but live
and breathe in networks of living, organic
relationships.
To be alive is to find ourselves
constantly forced to act. We have to
constantly make practical decisions in
response to the challenges confronting us.
The dictates of suruival necessitate action.

At the same time we must
issues

grapple with

of meaning; we must decide about

our lives in any given concrete situation.

The way in which we carry out the practical
decisions of our lives expresses our life
posture, revealing the decisional relationships we have willed. When we exercise
our freedom as selfhood, it expresses itself
in the daily, concrete expenditure of our
Iives. Our freedom cannot be seen directly,

or quantified; however, it can be
experienced by others indirectly. It can be
qualified. There is a life-quality to
authenticity which touches others deeply
and has the capacity to call others to live
courageously and in affirmation of life.
When I was a young college student I
had the opportunity to meet and talk with
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Dr. Martin Luther King. A small group of
us spoke with him regarding the civil rights
struggie, his experiences, and what he expected in the years to come. I found myself
profoundly addressed by his presence. He
was exhausted at the time due to iur
impossible schedule and had just recently
recovered from a near-assassination. He
could barely speak above a whisper. Yet,
the intensity of the man and sense of engagement I felt in him was unsettling and

profoundly touching. Our lives

were

changed by his authenticity.

Social Contradiction and
the Moral Imagination

Bronowski states in his book The Ascent

of Man that the proper inheritance of the
scientific community is the moral imagination. To speak of morality in our time, I
believe, is to speak of responsibility and

power. 'We c"nnot ask and expect to answer
the question "What is finally Right or Cood
or True?" We simply don't have access to
such information. We can ask: "What is
responsible in this situation given what we
know?" It seems to me this is the form in
which we can speak of social morality
grounded in the experience of contingent
freedom. As Dietrich Bonheoffer wrote,
"Good, as what is responsible, is done in
ignorance of the Good."3 In grappling to
frame moral actions we, finally, have to Iet
go of certainty regarding consequences and
how history shall view our acts.
This means we have to simply do the
best we can with the means at hand to
choose the most fitting pathway into the
future. Bronowski feels the scientific
community is, perhaps, best equipped to

accurate picture of the
challenges at hand and involve the larger
community in grappling with solutions. He
strongly underscores his hope that science
be egalitarian and that all people have
access to the wisdom of our age. Thus, the

develop

an

scientific community has the responsibility
to interpret for policy makers and others the
significance of the basic trends of the time.
This is what it means to inherit the moral
imagination. The inheritors must call
humankind to attend to that which is

happening and respond to it; they must
assume responsibility for the knowledge
they pass on to the human community.
I find it helpful to use the term "social
contradiction" in referring to a fundamental
issue that confronts society and challenges it
to new responses" Sociat contradictions
threaten the stability and adequacy of
society and define the arena of suuggle in
an age. For example, institutionalized
racism has been a social conEadiction in our
own nation throughout its history. This
enduring specter has challenged us for some
time to dramatically change the character of
American society. We have been in the
midst of various relative solutions to the
challenge over the past several years. A
social contradiction, in this sense, is very
much like the experience of breakdown as
described by Winograd and Flores in ther
little book Undcrstanding Computers and
Cognirion. It is breakdown at the level of
basic social organization, the experience of
"otherness" intruding into the very fabric of
society and disrupting the normal processes.
Social reorganization is necessary in
order to heal the rift and move beyond the
contradiction. Social contradictions present
challenges which are, in fact, the stepping
stones into the future. Society moves ahead
via no other pathway but resolution of the
contradictions at hand. The task of the
moral imagination, historically speaking, is
to name contradictions and move human
sociery to deal with them. Bronowski felt
this is the role of the scientific corrununity.
Perhaps, it is a task open to all whose lives
are grounded in the common sense of our
age and are willing to struggle to discern
what is going on in our time and to ask what

f
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ls necessary.

This completes our brief side trip
through the cornmon sense of our time,
freedom and selfhood, and social contradictions and the moral imagination.
Now, we can turn to deal more directly
with a particular social contradiction and the
role, if there is one, of computer technology
in its resolution.

a

Computers and the Greenhouse Effect

What has been the impact, to date, of
computer technology on human civilization?

o
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How has this new technology altered the
character of society? A few observations in
response to these questions may help us
discuss the role of the technology in relition
to the heated debate regarding tlrr planet's

climate.
One of the striking phenomena about
computers is their widespread use. While

I

I

I

t

they are certainly more evident in the
industrialized nations, they irre used in
virtually every nook and cranny of the
globe. Anthropologists in the Amazon
River basin use computers to catalog the

cgmplex_-languages of indigenous peoples.
Rural village schools in parts of India use
satellite television hook-ups to bring the
world to village children. Farmers in an
agricultural cooperative in Guatemala use
d.ip irrigation controlled by microprocessors to gro_w tomatoes throughout the year.
Peter Russell, in his book The Globat
Brain .has suggested that compute_r technology is increasing the integration of societies
and creating greater complexity. He
suggests that each technological advance in
human history has had such an effect.
however, 'information- processinj
technology has done so much more rapidly
and dramatically. Russell points ouf that
past advances in technical know-how have
"come from the integration and improvement of existing systems." In the case of information processing technology, efforts to
build ever faster computers with increasing

will be but "another factoi
increa.sing the integration of society and
speeding human evolution toward greater
complexity."4
This movement toward greater
complexity and increasing connectiviry is
extremely interesting and illustrates, very
practically, the relativity of our world.
capabilities

a

t

t
I

Near-instant conununications systems
quicken and intensiff the connictions

between nations, cornmunities, and organizations. This rapidly integrating global
network is recreating the world; tlie global
village of Marshall Mcluhan is'a realiry.
There are many serious questions to
raise about the application of computer
technology and about our expectations
regarding its role. Certainly one of the
popular temptations is to turn over to

computer_!

responsibility for solving our

_t-he
most difficult
and painful social
contradictions. This certainly reprcsents an
abdication of responsibility ffid,

consequen_tly, a turning away

from genuine
freedom. It is a denial bf Brdnowski's moral
imagination. It is important to view
computers as tools. They are very
sophisticated rools with mind-boggling
capabilities; yet they are tools, nonetheless.

Winograd and Flores, in their book
Undcrstading Computers and Cognition

suggest that transparency is the most
desirable characteristic of a tool. Attention
needs to be directed to responding to
br.eakdown, not on the tool being used.
This, perhaps, is an important cluJ for us
regarding the application of computer
technology to the greenhouse effect.
What is the greenhouse effect? It is,
briefly, -the global climate change resulting
from the insulating effect of varioui
accumulating gases in the eiuth's
atmosphere. Chief among these gases is
carbon dioxide from the burning of wood
(including forests), coal, and -petroleum
products in automobiles. There -are other
gases involved, including the fluorocarbons
!.!oge.lrt to be the culprits in rhe growing"hole" in the ozone layer above Antarctica.

There is little controversy

among

scientists as to whether or not the earth is
heating up. The greenhouse effect is a fairly
well accepted and documented theory. The
controversy, however, revolves around the
question of how rapidly the planet is heating
up and what are realistic scenarios of future
climatic changes. To answer these concerns
it is necessary to project how much
greenhouse gases will increase over the next
several years.

Dr. Stephen Schneider, of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research in

Boulder, Colorado, suggests that we now

have "incontrovertible evidence that there is
about 25Vo more COZ in the atmosphere
than there was a century ago, the buildup
coming largely from the burning of fossil
fuels but also from deforestation." 5 One
of the questions is how Iong we should do
"research" before we act. This, finally, is a
question concerning public policy and social
values. The difficulry in answering it is due,
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If we take a cue from Winograd and
Flores, then we will concentrate on
managing the conversation process that
leads to consensus. Computer technology
would play a crucial role in such process;

we could not do without it. However, the
trchnology will not resolve the issue and
will not save us from the discomfort of
painful policy decisions and continuing
ambiguity. We are going to have to take out
a group policy on the future.
Our group policy will have to be in
concefi with the ethos of the times; it will
presume human freedom of the will and will
be an example of creative social morality
which responds to a fundamental social contradiction.
To paraphrase Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the
question is not "how do we extricate
ourselves heroically in this situation?" but
"how are the coming generations to live?"
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"...I hate him for he is a Christian; but
more, for that in low simpliciry, he lends out
money gratis and brings down the rate of usance...I will feed fat the ancienr grudge I
bear him...." (Shakespeare 258, I:iii)-.
Spoken by Shylock, rhe Jewish businessmafl in Shakespeare's The Merchant of
Venice, about the Christian merchant
Antonio, these words introduce Shylock's
hostility against his Christian nemesis. As
Shylock states, he "hates" Antonio for both
his religious beliefs and business practices,
showing some egocentricity in ltre Jew;

however, his ambivalence about Antonio
be justifiable because Jews-a minority
in Venic-were often persecuted by thb
Christian majoriry. Antonio has an antiJewish sentiment that he carries out on
Shylockl; perhaps Antonio's anti-Semitism
may_

l

a

is based on a feeling of moral
superioriry-the Jew lacks moralify because
he has no compassion and centers-his whole
life around making money and upholding
the law. However, the Christian is moral
because he can show mercy, believing it superced-es either money or law. In the play,
one of Shakespeare's lighter comedies, tlie
clash between law and mercy is an integral
theme around which most oi the action re-

volves.

t

t

By demanding a pound of Antonio's
flesh after the Chrisrian's inability ro repay a
3,000 ducat bond, Shylock worsens his siiuation in Venice. Because he is Jewish and a
shrewd businessman, the Venetians consider
him to be an outsider in their cofiununity,,
but his isolation from the community mav
be his way of protecting his Jewishneis.3 I;
other words, Shylock fears that non-business interactions with Christians will damage the pride he has in his religion because

all the Christians ridicule him. Because he
mocks the Christians in Venice, most literary critic-1 belie_ve that Shylock is a literary
villain. H. B. Charlton says that Shylock is
often interpreted as "an inhuman sioundrel
whose diabolical cunning is bent on gratifying a satanic lust for Christian flesh;t (lli)
however, Shylock bears the brunt of heavy
Christian anti-Semitism and must frght t-o

protect a . key pafi

!i*"appear villainous, he deserves sympathy because because of the humiliation -he
suffers.

When Shylock first appears in the play,
his business philosophy is revealed; he will
do anything except "eat," "drink," or "pray"
with the Christians in Venice (Shakespeare
258, I:iii). Shylock is very willing ro ser
aside religious differences in the name of
successful business negotiations, but he
feels his Jewishness would be threatened by
such Christian practices as pork eating,
communion, and prayer to Jesus. In
Shakespearean comedy, any character who
disrupts the community's normal or majorify behavior, as Shylock does in this play, is
doomed to be a villain. Shylock is regarded
as evil because his religious code does not
please the Christian majority, which is a bit
unfair to the Jewish minority.

After Antonio joins Shylock on

the

stage, the religious clash, which is carried
throughout the play, begins. In fact, conflict
between Antonio and Shylock is the backbone of the play.s Antoriio insults the Jew
o'ttre
devil who cites Scriprure
!y calling him
for his own purpose," (Shakespeare -259,
I:iii) and this statement angers Shylock
greatly. As a result, he retaliates against
Antonio by saying he "sper upon his JEwish
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his
Jewishness.a Although religious differences
between Shylock and other characters make
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Perhaps critics

An Analysis of Shylock
(Shakespeare 259, I:iii).
fail to see why Shylock's

tongue is so wicked-for self-defense.
Antonio instigates the name-caIling, but
Shylock is interpreted as the villain, even
though he acts to protect his Jewishness.
Shylock the human being does not Iike
to be insulted, especially by a Christian.
Early in I:iii, he questions Antonio's credibility, accusing him of squandering bonds

rnade throughout the world (Shakespe are
258, I:iii). Why then does Shylock make
the bond with Antonio if the Jew suspecrs
the Christian to be a welcher? Moody Prior,
of Northwestern University, suggests that
Shylock agrees to do business with Antonio
in order to accumulate more money, even
though Shylock has plenry of money already
(487). Prior may be accurate in his obsenration of Shylock, but the Jew may indeed be
making a statement about the importance of
setting aside differences in the name of
friendly business deals.
Shylock and Antonio view the making
of the bond differenfly because of their religious differences. Antonio believes the
bond to be an offering of friendshipthe Jew
wants to amend his personal philosophy by
becoming close with Christians; however,
Shylock believes the bond to be an offering-as he smtes, he is not afraid to do business
with Christians, even though he despises
them (Shakespeare 259, I:iii). Antonio
thinks the bond can be repaid when he gathers enough money--it could be three days,
three months, or even three years. To
Shylock the bond must be repaid in three
months, otherwise Antonio must be punished (Shakespeare 259, I:iii). Shylock believes in a strict adherence to the law,b so if
it is broken, then a punishment must follow.
Antonio's comment at the end of the
first act, "Flie thee gentle Jew. The Hebrew
will turn Christian; he grows kind," shows
that Antonio believes only Christians can be
kind, indicating a view of the Jew as evil.
An already angry Shylock is persecuted by
Antonio's egocentric assumption that Jews
are not kind, yet it seems Antonio is not reprimanded for criticizing Shylock--the Jew is
still called evil even though he takes verbal
abuse from Antonio. In making the bond,
Antonio misunderstands Shylock's intention; Antonio wrongly believes that Shylock

will

abandon his strictness for law in the
of friendship, establishing a major
theme in the play: the conflict between justice and merci, .7
Speaking in the name of justice,
Shylock reveals in III:i that he will seek revenge after Antonio double-crossed him.
Revenge is his natural, human response:
'*...If you prick us, do we not bleed? If you
tickle us, do we not laugh? If you poison
us, do we not die? and If you wrong us,
shall we not revenge?" (Shikespe arc-268',

name

Shylock's "f am a Jew" speech
(trI:i:53-73) reveals a man who deserves
piry. Clearly, Shylock has been "disgraced"
by Antonio and the Christians: "He hath
disgraced me...laugh'd at my losses and
mock'd at my gains, scorn'd my nation,
thwart'd my bargains...and what's his reason? I am a Jew." (Shakespeare 268, trI:i)
Shylock suffers emotional pain because
Venetian Christians will not regard him as
human; they merely see him as a Jew 8.

t

I

III;i)

Shylock lets the Christians know about their
common bond with the Jews-humanness-by
saying, "Hath not a Jew hands, organ*,
-di:
mensions, senses, affections, passions; fed
with the same food...warm'd and cool'd by
the same winter and summer as a Christian
is?" (Shakespeare 268, III:i) Mockery of
Judaism hurts Shylock, yet the scorn intensi-

fies his thirst for justice--Antonio must be
taught the importance of justice, but being
merciful and turning the other cheek is improper for Shylock because one may not
enact justice by being merciful. For
Shylock, the only proper justice is revenge.
Based on his "I am a Jew" speech, is it
proper to call Shylock a ragic hero? Derek
Cohen of York Universiry argues that
Shylock is both a tragic hero and a villain.
Shylock defines the source of his pain--in
the mold of the tragic hero--but his wicked
tongue is arypical of the tragic hero .e The
play is a light comedy, so calling him a tragic hero may be inappropriate; however, the
"I am a Jew" speech evokes pity, similar to
the tragic hero. It is easy to sympathize
with Shylock; after all, he is severely
chastized for his religious preference.
Moreover, he loses 3,000 ducats and is entitled to collect flesh in exchange, but the
scene with Tubal immediately after the
speech erodes some of the reader's sympa-
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for his sharp criticisms of
Christians. Shylock is proiective of her, l0
so her departure and romance with Lorenzo,
a Christian, injures Shylock. Nevertheless,
he later enjoys her absence. Perhaps he
feels that he has eliminated a roadblock to
his getting revenge on Antonio. When
Tubat brings news of Antonio's ships crashing, Shytock responds with "gladness" and
wants to "torture" Antonio (Shakespeare
268,III:i).
Antonio's inability to repay the bond is
no fautt of his own-his ships sink-so is
Shylock's sadistic attitude towards the
Christian proper? Moody Prior contends
that Shylock could not tolerate any more
abuses such as being called a "dog Jew," so
he would enjoy inflicting some abuse on
those who harass him.l I After hearing of
Antonio's misfortune, Shylock becomes obt2 From
sessed with revenge against him.
III:iii to the end of the play, gaining justice
via revenge is Shylock's only concern.
The clash between justice and mercy
reaches a peak during III:iii. When Antonio
owns him

returns to Venice, unable to repay the bond,
he asks Shylock to listen to the explanation
of forfeiting the bond because he could not
sell enough goods to raise the money.
Shylock will not hear of Antonio's excuses
for being unable to pay (Shakespeare 272,
III:iii).
Some dramatists associate the word
-'devouring"
with Shylock in trI:iii; his thirst
him want 1o suppress lawmakes
for law
Antoniol3. Antbnio's last
as
breakers such
seems to indicate that
scene
speech of the
is
so
caught up with the
because Shylock
Antonio will
the
agreement,
fight to enforce
Shylock's
fighting
against
reciprocate by
pound
of flesh.
the
legal right to take
spirit bepushed
into
a
f,rghting
was
Antonio
forfeiture
hear
the
not
would
cause Shylock
explanation. Bemard Crebanier believes
Aritonio makes a realization in his speech:
Shylock made the bond as a businessman,
noi as a friend, because a friend would not
continue to demand your flesh, even if it
means breaking the law (209). Antonio
misjudged Shylock's intention, realizing a
rue friEnd would not hold the law more important
than life.
-

As Antonio's trial begins (IV:i),

t

the

Christian/Jew hate theme resurfaces. The
o'a
Duke of Venice describes Shylock as

stony adversary, an inhuman wretch, uncapable of pify, void and empty from any
dram of mercy." (Shakespeare 2'15, IV:i)
The Christians do not support Shylock's
case because they feel he should be merciful

and forget the debt; however, why did not a
Christian rescue Antonio from the debt
(Prior 496)? Perhaps Shakespeare wants to
accentuate the audience's hate for the Jew,
but the law rests on Shylock's side--he acts
harshly but still within the law. By allowing
Antonio to stand trial for debt forfeiture,
Shylock fuels the theme of hate between
Jew and Christian.

"Hate" and "loathing" a.re cited as
Shylock's reasons for wanting the trial to
proceed (Shakespeare 275, [V:i), an action
ihat injures Shylock's stature with the audience. Earlier in the play, he said he wanted
to claim the flesh for legal reasons, but in
IV:i:60 he changes his reason. According to
Moody Prior, Shylock made the bond to Eap
Antonio into murder (495). Shylock's
words and epithets for Antonio are highly
derisive, equating Antonio to such things as
a "bagpipe," "pig," and "ca!" (Shakespeare
275,IV:i) but Shylock would not be villainous without his sharp tongue (Bellringer
340). Rather than call him a villain as many
literary critics do, Shylock could be thought

of

as a

justice-monger.

Noted

Shakespearean scholar John Russell Brown

reports that a l74l production of the play,
starring Richard Macklin as Shylock, drew a
favorable review from German scholar
Georg Lichtenberg:
Shylock is not one of those mean cheats who c.ould
expatiate for an hour on the virtues of a gold-watch
chain of pinchbeck; he is heavy and silent in his unla
fathomable cunning when the law in on his side....

When Bassanio offers ShYlock the
6,000 ducats in exchange for dropping the

bond, Shylock forgoes the opportunity to
make double what he Ioaned beacause he
would be allowing Antonio to escape punishment for breaking the law. By working
this negotiation into the play, Shakespeare
may be sending out a message-obsession
can lead to drastic consequences, one of
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which is dehumanization. In the comic tradi,tion, obsession calls for punishment,
which is exacrly what Shylock receives
when Portia enters they play. By losing part
of his humanness because of his obseision,
Shylock may easily be pitied. He becomes
machine-like in his behavior. Unfonunately
fo1 Shylock, the obsession with justice
brings him to his downfall--a defeat marred
with irony when Portia enters the court-

room.

Portia's powerful "Quality of Mercy"

lpeqch flV:i:184-205) does nor change
Shylock's attitude towards justice. To hiln,
,l ir_ far superior to mercy. Once again,
[hytock has a chance to take money from a
Christian-three times the amount he

loaned-but the Jew refuses so that Antonio
cannot escape justice. After the refusal,
Portia informs Shylock of the news: he
can't take Antonio's flesh because the bond
said only flesh could be taken. No blood
coutd be spilled in the process. By not explicitly stating rhat a pound of blood has to
accompany a pound of flesh (even though
Shylock may have implied it), he cann-ot
enact revenge; Shylock would break the
law. It is ironic that the law foils Shylock.
He campaigns for following the law, but
now it thwarts him. The normally articulate
Shylock has the law work against him, simply because of a lack of specificiry,r.
Shylock asks for Bassanio's ola offer' of
3,000 ducats plus some interes! but Portia,
acting as judge, will nor lot Shylock escape
the justice he must suffer: the conspiracy to
murder Antonio. In a sense, it is unfortunate that $hylock suffers humiliation simply
because he fails to express something thai is
common knowledge: flesh can not be disIodged without shedding blood.
The "conspiracy to murder" charge has
two humiliating consequences for Shylock:
he must surrender half of his goods to the
Venetian government and half to Antonio.
H.B. Charlton argues that Shylock has received from Portia exactly what he tried to
infliet upon Antonio.t6 6 other words, as
Shylock tried to slap Antonio in the face
with justice, Portia slaps Shylock with it.
As Shylock leaves the play, he loses
what dignity he has lefr, thanks to the
Christians and their egocentric desire to impose their religion on him. Accepting

Antonio's mercy and being forced to convert to Christianity are the "ultimate humiliations to Shylock,l'17 and the demands signifJ th* figurative death of ShylockrE. ATter
Shylock exits from the play, should the audience feel sympatheric toward him? E.E.
Stoll says no because Shylock had to be
punished, in the comic tradition, for his obsession with justice ( 132); however, the
Christians did humiliate him-with their constant derisions of his Jewishness, with their
forcing Shylock to convert to Christianiry,
with their preaching about the imponance of
mercy, and with their driving him to mental
disfress because they view him as an inferior
human being. Such actions seem to warrant
sympathy for Shylock.
Shylock is the recipient of Venerian
anti-Semitism, and because of his responses,

he is called a comic villain. In

I

I

t

The

Merchant of Venice , the title of villain best
belongs to the Christians. They inflict humiliation on the Jew, and because Shylock
counters the attacks, he is labelled a villain.
Shylock is a pathetic character, deserving of
sympathy for the degradation he suffers. -

t
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Beatrice: A Representation of Christ

Contemplation on the figure of Beatrice
awakens Dante's soul and assists in perfecting him, as in the Para^diso.
TheVita Nrrcva was written dirertly following Beatrice's death when Dante was
twenty-six years old. In this work, he explains what I*ve means to him. It does not
exist in him as a substance does but as an
accident in a substance. He does not plan to
fall in love. Although he had previously
identified Love as a living creatufe, he now
sees l.ove as a quality. It is a quality of
feeling he has for Beaffice. Yet hE realizes
hi_s praise for her is an expression through
which he exalts God.
To Dante, Beatrice's image is equal to
the highest love, reason, and - light.
Specifically, in the Inferrn, Virgil, representing only manos reasofl, is limited in how
far he is able to guide Dante. Beatrice continues to guide as Dante's "light" in a place
of darkness. Being beyond man's owrlfini-

allows her image to lead by grace.
Iy
(supernatural,
Identically,

Jesus
as part of
the Trinity) came to Earth as a man to lead
and save by God's grace.
At the end of the Paradiso, Beatrice
tells Dante they
have reached heaven, which
-the
is pure light,
inrellectual light full of
love:
So great was the keenness of the living ray
which I endured,

that had

I

withdrawn mine eyes from it, me-

thinks I should
have been dazed; and for this cause,

t

ber,

I was the

I

remem-

more emboldened to endure, so that I fixed mine
eyes on the

infinite Majesty. O bounteous gift of grace, in
the suength

of which I dared ro gaze so steadfasdy within

the eternal

I

Light, that I beheld to the full all that was visible there!"

(Divinia Conm,edia 445).

t

And in theVita Nuova, love is full of intellectual light. As understood by Mechthild
qf Magdeburg, the "flowing light of the
Godhead" is what differs between the universe of the infinite Coodness and that of
normal men (Underhill 249). The symbol of

light is an influential one for mystics as the
Absolute and all that is good. Jesus is this
guiding tight for Christians:

I am the light of the world.

light of

life"

will

have the

(John 8:12)

As Christ's representation, Beatrice,s
guidance is necessary (and is a gift of grace)
for Dante to continue.
Comparable to a mystical response to
Qhrist, Dante's explanation of his-feetings
for Beatrice's blessedness is uplifting. In
theVita Nova, her absence from heaven actu4ly causes its imperfection .a Filling him
with ghariry and clothing Dante in humility,
Beatrice's mere sight caused his transformation.
Neither charity nor humiliry were obtained selfishly by Dante from the figure of
Beatrice. He had toue and a humble irrrender to God, which are the fundamental necessities of rnysticism, according to
Underhill. The existence and sight oT ttris
image of Beatrice, living and moving, freed
Dante from any thoughts of himself,-so that

he was able to submit to God in love and
humility. In support, Underhill says rrue
mysticism is never self-seeking. Dante's
passion was for perfection for Love's sake,
not for the acquisition of Beatrice or any

other desire.
St. Catherine of Genoa also exemplifies
this spiritual, unselfish surrender: "I wish
not for anything that comes forth from Thee,
but only for Thee, oh sweetest Love!".S
And again, "O Love, I do not wish to follow
thee for sake of these delights, but solely
from the motive of true love."
This emphasis on humble surrender is
demonstrated in Dante's works. For instance, in the Inferno, he is frightened and
often weeps with pify at mankind's wretched state. Like a devout Christian who serves
without hope of reward, he is the hero, but
does not portray himself as heroic. A mystic "obtains satisfaction because he does not
seek it".. Dante never planned to follow
through with . his- thoug.hts of- BeatTce
-Uy
marrying or simply getting to know her for
his own sake. Through his worship of the
Trinity, he unintentionally received much
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blessing. Most definitely, the Paradiso is
proof of this. An example is found in Canto
XXX: "O splendour divine, in the strength
of which I saw the sublime triumph of the
truthful kingdom, grant me the power to describe how I beheld it. . . . My sight was not
at fault, but embraced atl the imrilensiry
r and
the quaiity of that blessedness".6
Dante's experience with love made him
aware that Love is more powerful than he.
His soul was correct in its exclamation that
a "sffonger" being than himself is dominant
over him. Like Dante, atl Christians Eue
called by Christ to realize their own limitations ("...for dust you are and to dust you
will return." Genesis 3:19) and surrender
themselves to Love, to Him. The f,rgure of
Beatrice helped to influence Dante's choice
to surrender. As a mystic, his will was
"united with the emotions in an impqssioned
desire to transcend the sense-world".i
Also suggesting mystical experience are
Dante's physical reactions from his love for
Beatrice. Christian mysticism's effects result from the love for Jesus Christ. Dante's
body was encompassed by a heavenly feeling at her presence. He felt heavy and lifeless after being overwhelmed by Beatrice's
image (symbolizing Christ).
From the rint meeting with Beatrice,
Dante begins to demonstrate stages of the
my'stical way. In accordance with a mystical awakening of the self, Dante shifted
from lower to hieher fields of consciousness
ar the sight of Eeatrice.s This transformation of the center of interest from the subject
into an object (her representation as a Christ
figure) began his process of tmnscendence.
With his detachment and self-surrender,
Dante continues with the rnystic way.
Exhibiting humility, he attempted to purge
himself of all selfish desires.
In particular, Dante describes how

Beatrice influences

his decision and

augments his ability to endure self-loss:
. . . for when she passes by,
into base hearts lnve casts a chill,

so that their every thought freezes and perishes;

and whoever would endure to stand and see her
would become a noble thing or else die.
And when she frnds anyone who is worttry
to behold her, he experiences her virtue,

for what she gives him falls out to his welfare

and makes him so humble that he forgets any offense.e

Likewise, Christ also calls atl people to
put their sinful self to death and "take up the
cross."
Dante experienced what seems to be the
mystical stage of illumination. His happiness exudes at the sight of her, a creature

from the mind of God. Dante's mind

saw

her as she should be seen: beyond the natural to grace.
Beatrice passes and ignores him at their
third meeting. Her impersonal coldness
causes grief and agony for him. This seems
to be a dark night of the soul for Dante" He
wept bitterly after this, just as a mystics
would suffer at the fear that God had forsalien them. But she is a symbol of the New
Life; one can not have redemption without a
fall.
Dante, out of hurt and frustration,
dreams again of Love, who reveals more
knowledge of its quality. From the revelation in lhe Paradiso Dante learns that Love
is the center of a circle from which all parts
of the circumference are in a similar relation. But Dante is not so. Out of his unhappiness from Beatrice's behavior, he realizes
that he can not be cenffal to the circumference since he is not Love. Love is unconditional. Similarly, the mystic struggles to be
indifferent to the finite, including cold behavior from others. People are to love for
the sake of God and for the sake of loving,
regardless of circumstance.
Christ likewise reinforces what Beatrice
seems to represent and teach Dante. As the
Bible summarizes, Love is patient, kind, and
unselfish.
Dante, like all human beings, is stained
with Adam's original sin, selfish considerations. Although he is not in the center of
the "circle," he knows love exists. Whether
happiness or success accompany it is irrelevant to Love; no matter what, one must will
charity and humility.
Again, this dream re lates to Christ.
Jesus lived a life of persecution, but He persevered in love and called mankind to do the
same. "Be imitators of Cod as dearly loved
children and live a life of love, just as Christ

loved us and gave himself for

us.

I

I
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@phesians 5:1,2). Christian mystics artempt to purge from themselves these egocentric concerns that Beatrice and Christ
have helped to identify in order to focus on
Love. Thus, as Christ invites surrender of
self-concerns, the figure of Beatrice does the
same for Dante.
The image of Beatrice causes Dante to
look inward and evaluate himself. As a
symbol of charity and humitity, she creates
a realization within him of his own state of
wretchedness. A similar awareness may
occur within the followers of Christ when
they are in "the presence of his glory."
Dante sees her again at a feast. Now,
his agony is one of choice. He feels he can
not stand to see her, yet he could not bear
not to see her. Either choice would be emotionally painful. Here, again, she symbolizes Jesus to Dante, who is struggling between
self-preservation and self-loss. Christ says
"take up your cross," yet self-denial and det"achment are so difficult for any person, especially for a man in love.
The choice is to either surrender to the
perfect Good, or to follow the human will.
Every day Christians face the decision of
whether to put trust in Christ or follow the
self s desires instead.
Beatrice is analogous to the gift of Free
Will. She represents all that is good, but
does not force it upon Dante. Jesus offers
and provides salvation, but no one has to accept.

According to The Figure of Beatrice,

her image may be identified with

!}

a

t
t

salvation.ru And, of course, the identity of
the Image (Jesus) beyond Beatrice's image
really is salvation. Jesus is redemption for
Christians, and Beatrice is the foretaste of
that salvation. As Beatrice walked along the
street, her sight was free for all. Jesus also
is free for all who wish to know him. He
says, "Knock and the door shall be open,
seek and ye shall find." We are all invited
with this offering.
The fact that a wornan represents Christ
is greatly significant. The analogy of the
great love of a man and a woman has tremendous meaning for mystics. These relations between a man and a woman, lover
and beloved, and bridegroom and bride
symbolize God and the soul: for example, in
the Song of Solomon.

To further support this idea of

Beatrice's image corresponding to Christ,
consider the Lady Primavera. Her name
translates as "she will come first." She did

precede Beatrice

in passing

Dante.

Primavera, also known as Joan (derived
from John), symbolizes John the Baptist,
who preceded Christ.
Like the Bible's foreshadowing of
Christ's death, Beatrice's death is prepared
for and arranged. Dante's hints and dreams
foretell the event. In particular, the Viru
Nunva gives an account of the death of her
predecessor, Joan (paralleling John the
Baptist), the death of Beatrice's father, and
the dream of her own death.
- Jhr figure of Beatrice is like perfecrion
for Dante. He knows, however, that she is
not perfection. She is a symbol of perfection only. Her image does not exclude imperfection; she dies.
Although her image disappears, she still
affects Dante after her death. He has seen
the "qualiry of love" spring from Beatrice.
Now, Love desires voluntary conversion of
the Iover, Dante. In comparison, followers
see love flowing through Jesus. He communicates to the worshipper repentance and
virtue. All are called to be like him: perfect.
A true lover has to become the thing he has
seen. That is love.
In conclusion, despite all that Beatrice
was to Dante, it is necessary to disregard her
o'a
woman he was in love with." Dante
as
obviously did not know her as a human
being. Thus, he could make no admittance
to love for her. As an image or symbol,
however, she did reveal the "qualiry of
love" to him. She was something real, symbolizing the hope of the blessed to him.
True, Dante did not "know" Beatrice
personally, just as no one knows Jesus personally, as a human being. But people are
not saved by "knowing" trough intelligence
or (as with Virgil) our own human reason.
Rather, Christains are saved out of love.

Beatrice

did not mercifully

redeem

Dante with salvation, just as Christians are
saved through Jesus' death. She may be
viewed, howver, as a representation of
Christ in Dante's poeEry, as evidence, examples and parallels express. Embodying the
guiding image of all that is divine and revealing the quality of love, she is analogous
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with Jesus in many ways.
Although Christians are saved out of
Iove and not the intellect, it is diff,rcult to
Iove what one does not know through the
senses. Beatrice provided a physical representation of all virtue and goodness (Jesus
Chris$ so t}at Dante might be awakened, illuminated, ffid inspired to love and worship
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Introduction

The process of economic growth is
influenced by many factors. Some basic
elements of the growth process include the

quantity of capital per worker; the qualiry of
capital including factors such as ihproved
technology, innovation and inventioh; the
quantity of labor; and the qualiry of labor
involving education, improved labor skills,
and better health. Investment in the quality
of labor, or human capital, enhancei
economic growth through activities that
influence future real income by embedding
resources in people.

The pu{pose of this paper will

be

three-fold: first, to review the Harrod-Domar

I

"Long-Run Aggregate Growth Model," 1,2
second, to examine the importance of
investment in human beings, and third, to
critique the Ha:rod-Domar model.

il.

I

a

I

where

: national income
K = the amount of the capital stock

Y

employed in the production of the national
rflcome
s - the stable constant of proportionality
called the output-capital ratio4

Further simplifying assumptions made in

the

Ha:rod-Domar model are: full
employment is initially assumed, ilo
government interrrention or international
fade is allowed, and no lags in adjustments

occur (output responds quickly to changes in
expenditures and expenditure immediatell,
responds to changes in income). The modei
is static, not dynamic.

s

Aggregate Growth Model3

Initial writings to extend the basic

Keynesian macroeconomic model were
undertaken by Evsey Domar and Roy
Harrod focusing on analysis of long-run
economic growth. In the long-run, the stock
of capital is not constant because net
investrnent adds to the already existing stock

- Y/K

(1.2)

stable from equation l.l, equation 1.3
shows that the growth in income musr be
proportional to the growrh in the physical
capital stock employed.

fuil

employment income level.
The fundamental theoretical structure of
the Ha:rod-Domar model contains a simple
production function that relates ouput to the
capital stock by way of the ouput-capital
ratio, which states that national -income is
proportional to the quantiry of capital. This
is shown by the equation

1.1

From equation 1.2, it is now evident why e is
called the output-capital ratio.
Assuming that the output-capital ratio is

AY

- sAK

(1.3)

If it is assumed inirially thar full
employment exists, it can then be shown that
the annual growth of income will be limited
by the growth of the capital stock.
If the net annual change in the physical
capital stock is defined to be net physical
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investrnent (I), then one could substitute I
for -K in equation 1.3, resulting in equation
1.4

AK =

qI

constant rate over time, and if futl
employment saving is to be balanced by an
equal amount of investment expenditure,

(I.4)

In the case where an economy

saves a
constant proportion(s) of its income each
year (note also that consumption will be a
constant proportion of income) and desired
saving (leakage) equals desired investment
(injection), one can write:

S=I=sY
where
Now,

s-

(1.5)

marginal propensiry to save.
sY for I in equation

if one substitutes

1.4, we obtain

AY =

necessary to continually increase aggregate
expenditure. Also, if the equilibrium level
of full employment saving increases at a

there must be an increasing amount of

investment forthcoming in every year, That
is, in order to continually maintain
production at full employment, aggregate
demand must increase by larger and larger
amounts over time so as to fully utilize the
newly created potential output.
This growth procers may be illustrated
by making the assumption that the stock of
capital is proportionate to the level of output
which the economy is capable of producing.
By following the original assumptions of no

fiscal activity, no foreign trade,

s5f

(1.6)

By dividing both sides by Y, our resulting
equation is

AY/Y = qs

(1.7)

I

I

I

and

proportional changes in consumption related

to income, one can see that "these

assumptions imply that equilibrium income
occurs when planned savings equals planned

investment"5 and that the consumption
function may be represented by C = bY,
where b equals the marginal propensity to

o

consume.

Examining the relationship AY/Y, one can
see that this ratio is the annual growth rate

of income

necessary to maintain a
fully-employed stock of capital. At this
growth rate, business expectations will be
realized or "warranted." This is why the

growth rate described above is referred to as
the warranted rate of growth in the literature.
By keeping the a (output-capital ratio)
constant, from equation 1.7 above, one can
see that AY/Y, or the annual rate of growth,

is in fact a function of the proportion of

income that has been saved. For purposes of
exposition, assume that a : I and s = 0.50
then the annual growth in income would be
50 percent. This "warranted rate of growth"
changes in proportion to the economy's
marginal propensity to save . If the marginal
propensify to save were to double, then the
warranted growth rate would also have to
double,

With a positive level of net investment,
continued increases in potential aggregate
capacity will occur over time. In order to
fully utilize this additional capacity, it is

Net investment adds to an economy's
productive capacity. The more net

investment that occurs in a period, the larger

will be the productive capacity of the
economy in the next perid. So with a
stable consumption (saving) function, the
level of investment will have to be increased
over time in order to maintain aggregate
demand

at the new full

employment

(capacity) output. This is illustrated by
Figure I on the next page.
Assume that the output $100 represents
the economy's full employment level of
output in time period 1. Given these initial
assumptions, consumption will be equal to
$50, and the level of saving will equal $50.
If all saving flows into investment (that is,
planned saving equals planned investment),

then the output level

of

$100

will

be

of

the

maintained. Because of the new investment,
the economy's potential output is increased
in time perid 2 to the output level $150. If
the economy is going to sustain this new
output level, the amount of planned saving
($7S1 must flow into new investment. If this

happens, the potential capaciry
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economy will again increase in time period
3 to $225.

I

If this process

(r)
Time
Period

continues, then the

economy's potential to produce

will

increase

Capital
(APS = .50)

by increasing amounts over time. The
amount of the increase depends upon the
output-capital ratio, i.e. the relationship
between the economy's productive capacity

I

and its stock of real capital. fil

I

ouput-capital ratio of 1 means that one unit
of capit{l produces one unit of ouput per
perid of time.
This process is shown in Table 1.

t

(2)
(3)
(4)
Full-Employ-Investment OutputmeDt =Saving Capital
Ouput = Increase in Ratio = I

1
L

100
150

s0

3

225

112.5

1.00
1.00
1.00

75

Table

(5)
Incrcase in

Potential

Ouput
(Col 3 x 4)

50
75

I12.5

I

Column ( 2) shows the full employment level
of output for each time period. Assuming an
initial level of oulput of $100,
column (3) shows that planned
saving equals planned investment
(or the increase in capital) along
Y:C+I

C+I

with the assumed average

.50. Given
that the output-capital ratio is
equal to 1, the resulting increase
in output will be equal to rhe
propensity to save of

(I)

Lao +I 2
a

o

c1

C

0

+J

a

I

increase in the stock of capital.

112.5

C=f(\)

I

l

75

(c)
TT2,5

0

0 r00 150

Y

22s

S,I

I
I

t

2

of

these assumptons

are

:

fixed output-capital ratio, fixed

average propensiry to save, and
the absence of such factors as
government fiscal and monetary
policies, changes in technology
and business taxes.

r 12.5

II

f,

5

s0

I

100 150
Figure I

!
I

225

Ig

Y

The "warranted rate of
growth" for an economy is not

necessarily equal to its actual rate

of growth in the Harod-Domar
model. This can be seen by

understanding the implication put

forth by the production function
suggested by equation l.l(Y-aK).

Because both labor and capital are

required factors
Aug$urg Honors Revicw (1989) . page 28
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we can calculate the rate of
economic growth. The fuil
employment growth rate is
(.50X1) = .50, or 50 percent per
time period. Recall that rhe
Harrod-Domar model is a simple
model of economic growth based
on a number of assumptions.
Some

s=g(Y)
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This addition ro

output is added to the additional
output level in time period 2, etc.
Given the long-run APS of .50
and the output-capital ratio of l,
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of the fixed
output-capital ratio could be that capital and
labor are perfectly complementary and are
combined in fixed proportions.
From this we can deduce that there
would be only one combination that would
be appropriate to produce any one specific
Ievel of income. The L-shaped isoquants,
shown in Figure 2 below, itrt charactcristic
of a production function that uses factors
which are perfect complements. In this
figure, we can see for example that three
one possible interpretation

K
a.
o

tfr

stock

is growing, there will not be an

Y

6

I
I
I

1

I

Y+

1

:2

This can be shown by the following
example: assume that the stable outputcapital ratio (') is equal to I and the
marginal propensity to save (s) is equal to
0.5. The "warranted rate of growth" (os)

3

4

units of income

unil of income

L

6 I912

actual rate of growth would
also be 50 percent provided
an excess amount of labor
is available to be combined

However, the 50 percent
growth rate in income will
not be maintained if the
supply of labor does not
continue to also increase at
a rate of 50 percent per

Units of I-abor

Figure * A Fixed Output-CaPital
Ratio Production Function

I

would then be equal to 50
percent per year. The

with capital in fixed
proportions as is suggested
by the
L-shaped
production isoquants.

a

I
I
I

I

increase in the level of income if no excess
labor is available to combine with capital.

IUL
Y = 3 units of income

$ 9

U

increase at the wananted rate when there is
an excess supply of labor or when the labor
force is gfowirig al the same rate as net
physical invesffnenl Even if the capital

I

t

(fixed input
proportions requires this to
year

units of capital and four units of labor will
be required to produce one unit of national
lncome.
The required capital-labor ratlo G/L) for
any given amount of output in this instance

is 314. Because labor and capital

are

perfectly complementary, if labor increases
as capital is held constant, there will be no
increase in the level of national income; in
effect labor becomes redundant" This will
also hold true if capital is increased while

holding labor constant. Capital

then
becomes the redundant factor. However, it
can be seen from Figure ? that if all inputs
(both capital and labor) are increased at the
same time and in the samc proportions,
national income will be increased by the
same proportion. For example, if both labor
and capital were doubled, national income
would also double. This kind of production
function exhibits constant retums to scale.
Because the aggregate production
function in Figure 2 has L-shaped isoquants,
it is evident that national income will only

be tnre).

The actual growth rate of an economy is
constrained by the failure of the labor supply
to keep pace with the increase in net

physical investment. In fact, given the
assumption about the form of the aggregate
production function, the actual growth rate
of the economy will be held to the amount
of the growth rate of labor. For example. if
the growth rate of labor were only 25
percent per yeil, the rnaximum change in
national income could be no more than 25
percent per year. Because of this,
unemployment of capital would result.
There is another source for increasing
the growth rate of income if the change in
the economy's labor supply is unable to keep
pace with net physical investment. By
employing labor-saving technological
processes, fewer units of labor will be
needed in order to produce a given quantity

of output when combined with the same

amount of capital as before. Labor-saving
techniques can be viewed as imperfect
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this would have the same effect as a 3
percent increase in the labor supply. With
technoiogy can be illustrated graphically and
this kind of increase in the efficiency of the
labor
supply (labor-saving technological
is shown in Figure 3 on the following page.8
process),
the economy could still attain an
By acknowledging labor-saving
growflr
effective
rate of 28 percent rather
technological progress, the amount of labor
percent
than
the
25
arrived at earlier even if
needed for any given amount of capital will
growth
the
rate
of
the
labor supply is unable
decrease, ffid the capital-labor ratio (K/I-)
pace
to
keep
with
physical investment.
net
will increase. This movement is shown in
"actual"
The
mzurimum
growth rate of
Figure 3 by a counterclockwise movernent
national
income
will
be
only
28 percenr (25
of the capital-labor ratio ray to (K/L)*.
percent assumed growth ra te in the labor
supply plus 3 percent lncrease rn the
effic
lency of the labor supply) and not
I(JL :1
It
the
warranted" growth rate of 50
K
percent (which would exist if a = I and
WL:314
Y Y
s - 0.50). The maximum "actual"
I
growth
rate of national income is what
qsuhstitutes for an increase in the growth rate

of the labor supply. This labor-sa*ring

t

t

t

U
14

6

----Y-:IY-=J---

Harrod termed 'the natural rate of
growt. ' 9
Because of the marginal propensiry

J
I
I

t

I

34

0

L

6 I9t2

Figure 3: Labort Saving Technological
Progress in a Harrod-Domar Model
Production Function

o
is a stable
constant, three units of capital will stitl
produce one unit of income, but now will
have to be combined with only three units
of labor instead of four.
This "effective" growth rate of the labor
force (AL/I-) can now be divided into two
pafis. This is shown in equation 1"8 below:
Because the output-capital ratio

LLIL

t

I

where -N/N
labor force

- AN/N + a

* the "actual"

(1.8)

growth rate of the

fl = the growth even if the growth rate of the
labor supply
with net
- is unable to keep pace
-labor-saving
physicat investment oftechnology.
If one assumes that a labor-saving

technological process increases

save, the ouput-capital ratio, the
growth rate of the labor force, and the
rate of labor-saving technological

progress are all

Units of Labor

I

to

the

efficiency of the labor supply by 3 percenr,

determined
independently from each other, there

exists

rate (capital stock fully
employed), unemployment of labor would
be present; or if the wiuranted rate is larger
warranted

than the natural rate, there would be
unemployment of capital. Because of this

the Ha:rod-Domar model is often referred to
as a "razor-edge" model.

The razor-edge character of the
Harod-Domar model has been criticized as
too rigid by some economists. Too much
emphasis is placed on the assumption of a
fixed output-capital coe ffic i ent (produc ti vi ty
of capital). This assumption results in the
razor-edge character of the model. The
economy is locked into a very rigid and

narrow equilibrium path.
A disequilibrium condition will result if
there is the smallest change from initial

equilibrium in any of the paramercrs
contained in equation 1.8. There exisrs no
inherent mechanism in the model to move
the economy back on its equilibrium growth

Augsburg Honors Review (;,989)
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to Iead a fuller life. The investment side is
demonstrated through the gains accruing to
the educated person in the form of hifher
wages and earnings and increased real
output for society. lnvestment in education
also increases the foundation of knowledge,
piloting the advancement of productiviry
and the improvement of health for society as

countries have higher average levels of
education and longer life spans than those of

a

underdeveloped countries.
Investment in education provides society
with knowledge of available resources,
possible production methods, financial and
industrial skills, as well as other techniques
which contribute to economic growth.
Professor Theodore W. Schulu in his paper

I

"Reflections on Invesfrnents in Man"
coflveys this need for investment in

t

Suppose there were an economy with the land
and the physical reproducible capital including the
available techniques of production that rr/e now
possess in the United States, but which auempted to
function under the following restraints: there would

a whole.

There are also the external benefits or
spillovers associated with education that
affect those other than the educated person.
The children of the educated person may
profit through a better informal education in
the home, and the surrounding community
benefits by having an educational syste m
that instills proper principles and morals in
its students which may promote better
citizenship.
Actually, a benefit from education can

education in the following way:

be no person available who had any on-the-job

experience, none who had any schooling, no one who
had any information about
the economy except of his

I

Iocaliry, each individual
would be bound to his
locality, and the average
life span of people would
be only forty years. Surely

production would fall
catastrophically. It is

o

both low output

markedly

t

P'

C

P

U U,

and

exraordinary rigidity of

the capabilities of the
people were raised

t

by

0

P
Figure

investing in

the*.17

Economies that fail to increase
investnrents in education inay suffer a severe
constraint to economic progress. These
consffaints are manifest in many forms such
as "low labor efficiency, factor immobility,
limited specialization in occupations and in
trade, a deficient supply of entrepreneurship,
and customatT values and traditional social
institutions that minimize the incentives for
economic change." 18
Investment in education can be seen to
have a dual character: a consumption side
and an investment side. The consumption
side is manifest through the enjoyment
education enables one to have by being able

P'

0

X

UA

Figure

4

5

refer to anything which pushes both the
production possibilities curue and utility
possibilities curve outward for society.
Such benefits may be a result of increased

productivity, through increases in
technological know-how, and increased
labor efficiency. According to Paul A.
Samuelson, "A uniform shift in the

production-possibilities function must
certainly shift the utility-possibility function
outward. The converse is not true. An

in the utility-possibility
function may have occurrcd as the result of a
twist of the production-possibility curve." le
This relationship is shown in figures 4 and 5
outward shift

aboue,2o

Some observations regarding Figure
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follow: An), point on the utility possibilities
function is Pareto Optimal (efficient), in the
senrie that one person cannot be made better
off without the other being made worse off.
A rnovement from point A to point B would
be Pareto Superior (improvement). A
movement from D to C (a movement along
the new utility possibilities function) would
be Pareto Noncomparable, because both
points are Pareto Optimal. However, a
movement from point A (on IrUl) to point

D (on Uuz) would be

Parero

Noncomparable because person B would be
better off while person A is left worse off.
One policy implication is that economic
growth per $e need not make everyone
better off. Some individuals may be worse
off. However, further discussion of the
"normative" aspects of the growth process is
outside the realm of this paper.
On-the-job training rnay be as important
historically as formal education in
contributing to economic growth.
According to Jacob Mincer, '*Measured in

terrns of cost, on-the-job training is as
important as formal education for the male
labor force and amounts to more than half of
total (male and female) expenditures on
school education. Aggregate and per capita
investments in on-the-job training have been
increasing since 1939, though at a slower

rate than investments in
educatio n."21

formal

The productive skills of many workers
are increased by learning new techniques
and mastering old ones while on the job. An
apprentice, for example, will learn new
skills while the lawyer perfects ones already
learned in law school. The process of
on-the-job taining differs only slightly from
its educational counteqpart of specialized
institutions in that it most likely will be less
expensive and less time-consuming; the
main cost incurred will be the time
expended teaching the skill, along with the
equipment and materials used. In short, a
dollar invested in on-the-job training may
yield a more rapid payoff to society in terms
of increased output than a dollar spent on the
more raditional liberal arts education. The
payoff to a society of a more traditional
(college) education, though probably more
important, overall, may be further out in the

future.

fV. Critique of the Harrod-Domar
Aggr6gate Growth Model

In the

o

previous four decades, the

aggregate economic gfowth models most
widely accepted have rarely taken into
account the concept of investment in human

capital. The Harrod-Domar aggregate
growth model is no exception to this tend.
Basically, it is a model of long-run

t

only a short period of time due to the
capaciry-creating effects of net investment:
potential or full employment gross national
product will grow over time. In addition,

t

economic growth, the stock of capital is not
fixed; net investment is positive. At best,
the concept of equilibrium has meaning for

the model is basically Keynesian. However
as stated aUoue, ii i;iongfru; oriented rathei
than short-run. Given the increase in
potential gross national product over time,
output must grow in order to guarantee that
the additional capacity will be fully urilized.
In other words, aggregate (expenditure)
demand must continue to increase over time.
The model suggests that investment

must grow at an annual rate equal to the
product of the average productivity of
investment and the marginal propensity to
save so that full employment will be
reached over time. It assumes that the
marginal and average propensities to save
are equal and that the marginal and average
values of the output-capital ratio are also

equal.

In order to maintain full

employment
over time, Domar states "that it is not
sufficient, in Keynesian terms, that savings
of yesterday be invested today, or, as it is so
often expressed, that investment offset
saving. Investment of today must always
exceed savings of yesterday... The economy

I

o

o

t

must continually expan d."22

Constant values

for the

marginal

propensity to save and the productivity of
investment coefficient (Y/t() are taken as
given in the growth model. One would

obtain different results
hy assuming
different values of s and q. For example,
investment would not have to increase
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continually over time if the long-nrn
propensity to save would fall (an angular
rotation downward in the saving function, as
shown in Figure 6. In Figure l, the same
result can be demonstrated by an upward
rotation in the consumption function).23
AIso, a fall in the productiviry of capiral
would i-ply that the influence on capacity

t

Where:

S^

I,S

Je

>Sr'S

s3
1

s2

I

Io

,I
0

I
I
I

t

Yl

Y3

\
Figure

t

I

Y

6

for any particular amount of new investment

would be smaller. Income

(aggregate

demand) would not have to grow as rapidly
to absorb the additional capacity.
Moreover, the model demonsffates some

a

I

e

practical drawbacks as an applied policy
tool. First, determining the proper rate of
income growth, requires knowledge of what
the values of s (marginal propensify to save)
and a (output-capital coefficient) actually
are. Secondly, tle output-capital coefficient
is an average value for the entire economy.
This value will more than likely vary from
industry to industry. Finally, the model does
not distinguish between the growth rate
necessary to fully employ the labor force
and the growth rate needed to fully employ
the economy's capital stock. The growth
rate which would ensure full employment of
capital may not ensure full employment of
labor and vice versa.
Further, if the notion of investment in
human capital is included in our discussion

of the Harrod-Domar

I

model, then

the

conclusions that flow from the original
model can be modified. The introduction of
human capital as an additional input in the
aggregate production function would altrow
us to drop the assumption that capital and
labor are always combined in fixed

one allows that physical

save.

If one postulates a variable proportions
aggregate production function, then an
adequate explanation of the growth rate
would be one that must explicitly include
human capital in the analysis. When one

for the possibility of

variable

proportions, one departs from the rigid
assumptions of the Hanod-Domar model.
The model would now reflect more of a
neoclassical growth model which
acknowledges substitutability between
factors of production. Instead of having a
production function which produces a single
production process (fixed input proportions),
we now have a larger number of production
processes; that is different combinations of

human capital and physical capital

are

possible.

With a production process capable of
varying the combination of human and
physical capital employed, it follows that
instead of the fixed relationship between
physical capital and the output level
presented in the Harrod-Domar model, the
output-capital ratio would also be capable of

changing.
fixed.

It would no longer be rigidly

For example, the larger the amount of
human capital that is combined with a given
stock of physical capital, the larger the
output-physical capital ratio (or the
productivity of physical capital) will be and
the smaller will be the output-human capital
ratio or the productivity of human capital.
The converse of the above argument is also
true becuase the results flow from the notion
of diminishing marginal productivity. The
introduction of human capital into the model
takes some of the "edge" off of the "razor."
Theodore Schultz states that "a concept
that is restricted to structures, producer
equipment and inventories (the omission of
expenditures on research is also serious)
may unwittingly direct attention to

issues

that are not central or critical

in
understanding economic growth over long

AugsDuqg Honon Revicw (1989)
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periods."24 A further quote from the same
author points out the importance of human
capital in the long-run growth process:
Empirical research has revealed a basic contradiction
that face economists. The observed growth rate of
output has been considerably greater than the rate of

irrcrease in the main resources ttrat produce the
output. The most reasonable explanation for this
appiffint contradiction is that fte economist's

of capital and labor hours
worked failed to include runy of the improvements
made in the quality of these resources, especially

vice-versa? 4) How does a

counfiy
determine the appropriate long-run mix of
physical and human capital needed for
continuous growth? and 5) what are *re
"normaiive" implications of economic
growth? These questions and others have to
be addressed in order to firmly establish
criteria for investing in human capital.

improvements in the quality of human inputs.zs

(1) Domar, Evsey D.

"Expansion

and

TIE American Economic Review'.
(Evanston, Illinois, The American Economic

Employment,"

V. Conclusion

Association), 1947. pp.34-55.

The growth model discussed here and
developed by R.F. Harrod and Evsey D.
Domar seems appropriate given its
assumptions. Harod-Domar's analysis,
even with limitations, has pointed out the
capaciry-creating effects of net investment.
Thus, one can better understand why an
economy must continue to grow if full
employment is to be maintained over time
and that the growth rate necessary to
generate a fully employed economy is not
automatically guaranteed.
However, by not dealing directly with
the importance of investment in human
capital, the Harrod-Domar theory does fall
short in terms of a fuller understanding of
the growth process. The attention being
given to investment in human capital is still
evolving.
There are still many questions that
should be asked and others that remain
unanswered concerning the contribution of
human capital to the general growth process.
Five questions that merit further

investigation

t

Notes

estjmates of the real stock

iue: I ) The problem

I

of

measurement; is it possible to separate the
consumption and investment components of
human capital investments, both formal
education and on-the-job raining? 2) How
does a nation determine the correct
composition between the investment in
tangible goods and investment in intangible
goods (i.e. education)? 3) At what point in
a counEy's development does the formation
of physical capital become less important
than the development of human capital or

e

(2) Harrod R. F. "An Essay in
Ttleory," The Economic Journal.
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(4) The output-capital ratio is defined as the
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of as the present value of the flow of income from
future labor services.
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